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1. What’s Going Well?
● Learning is happening in a fun way

● Timings for the classes are good

● The subjects that we learn are cool and fun

● The teachers make people feel welcome and better when we’re 

feeling a bit down

● People are nice and kind to each other

● No one feels lonely as we are all friends

● People come to the meets on time

● Everyone is respects the Google Meet expectations

● People are putting effort in to their work

● Everyone is trying their best 



2. What Can We Improve?
● More time for Art and Craft and Drama
● School Hygiene- the toilets
● Become more of a green school
● Make sure students wear their masks correctly



3. Fabulous Ideas

● Introduce Golden Time or a Class party
● Have Art and Drama once a week instead of once a fortnight
● More trees, plants and bushes around the school
● More play equipment like skipping ropes and more balls 

because if you don’t get down to the playground quickly, you 
might miss out on getting a ball. Maybe each class could have 
their own bucket/tub with equipment that is only for their 
class and shared out equally. You could have a rewards 
system to earn first choice of the equipment.

● More STEM time



Newsletter
What’s been happening in your class this term?

The thing we liked the most about Term 2 was how we were able to persevere and move forward even 
though we were and still are online. Some of the pros of being online were seeing all of our family and 
being able to manage our time thanks to the teachers when they make a timeline for the day. Cons 
unfortunately we cannot see our teachers in the morning everyday and play fun and interactive offline 
games with our friends. 

But even when we had short periods of time when we were not online we were able to celebrate and 
enjoy events like Anzac Day and buy some amazing gifts for Mothers Day.  



Thanks for listening


